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Ern-' : 
MOTORCYCLES MAKE SENSE - 

SO DOES PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 

They are inc~pemive to operate, fun to ride and easy to park. Unfortu- 1 
naklp, many.ridm' never learn the critical skills needed to ride safely. 

Professional training for beginning and experienced riders prepares 
them for real-world traffic situations. Motorcycle Ridercourses teach and 
improve skills such as: 

l effedive turning l obstacle avoidance 
brakingmaneuve~s l traffic strategies 
l protective apparel selection l maintenance i 

FOR THE BEGINNING OR EXPERIENCED RiderCourse 1 
NEAREST YOU, CALL TOLL FREE: 

800-447-4700 

Printing and Distribution 
Courtesy of 

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION 
2 Jenner Streeet, Suite 150 

Irvine, Ca 9271 8-381 2 
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(he Motorcyde Safety Foundation will continue 
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ATTENTION FUTURE MOTORCYCLE RIDERS 

This manual has been developed in cooperation with the Motorcycle 
Safety Foundation to help you prepare to safely ride a motorcycle. We 
believe it will also assist you in being a knowledgeable and courteous 
rider on our streets and highways. 

While you are studying this manual. take note of the tips for safe riding. 
Other drivers do not always see motorcycle riders. It is your responsi- 
bility to help the motoring public be aware ofyou, the motorcyclist, on the 
road. Remember those tips when you're riding. They can help you stay 
alive and make your riding more enjoyable. 

In 1991 there were 128,913 motorcycles registered in Iowa, and there 
were 38 deaths in Iowa involving motorcycles. Our goal is to lower the 
number of motorcycle-related deaths on Iowa highways. We can do this 
with your help. 

We welcome you to the world of motorcycling. Ride carefully. 

Darrel Remink, Director 
Iowa Department of Transportation 

STATE LIBRARY OF IOWA 

DES MOINES, OWA 50319 



ERMANENT DRIVER LICENSE STATIONS - -A * 
Amta Dubuque 
North Grand Mal Asbury Square Shopping Center 
Ames. IA 50010 2255 JFK Road 

I 
Cedar Rapids i . hw 
152 Collins Rd . NE 
Cedar Rapids. IA 5 2 ~  
(3 19) 3774 " 1 * 1 : 

Council Bl q 8  .... 
1714 W . Broadway. Suite 4 
Coundl Bluffs. IA 51501 
(712) 323-1219 

Davenl 
Kimk a7 I.SUL LI flopping Center . 0162 W . Kimberly Road 

~tDavenport. IA 52806 
~(319) 386-1050 

Des Moinl 
Park Fair Mall. 100 E . Euclid 
Des Moines. IA 5030L 
(515) 244-1052 
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Eastdale Mall 
1700 First Ave . 
Iowa City. IA 52240 
(319) 338-5294 

Sioux City 
3005 Hamilton Blvd . 
Sioux City. IA 51104 
(712) 255-5539 
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Waterloo 
214 Crossroad Center 
Waterloo. IA 50102 
(319) 235-0902 
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What you do before you start a trip goes a long way toward determining 
whether or not you'll get where you want to go safely. Before taking off on 
any trip, a safe rider makes a point to: &", " M" , "" ' 

'I. 

wear the right gear. 
check the motorcycle equipment. 
become familiar with the motorcycle. . l , ~ .  

WEAR THE RIGHT GEAR 

When you ride, your gear is "right" if it protects you. Inany collision, you 
have a far better chance of avoiding ...... serious - .  , injury if you .. wear: , -  .. - 

, ,  ! . , )r.i.~ 
anapproved helmet. I, . L N.;+J~:, . I [  , d  .,; , ,  

faceoreyeprotection,,, . r , 3 *  ,,.,,_. ..; ,. - ,::';. 71'! t< 

protectiveclothing, , . .  , .. 

6 - 3 t 8 , l ,  - 1 . 7  ,, 4c,n,-7:. 1 .  , 8 .  ' 8  8 8 ,, 8 ?' !, . 'is 

Collisions are not rare events - particularly among beginning riders. 
And one out of every five motorcycle collisions result in head or neck 
injuries. Head injuries are just as severe as neck injuries - and far more 
common. Accident analyses show that head and neck injuries amount for 
a majority of serious and fatal injuries to motorcyclists. Research also 
shows that, with few exceptions, head and neck injuries are reduced by the 
proper wearing of an approved helmet. 

Some riders don't wear helmets because they think helmets will limit 
their view to the sides. Others wear helmets only on long trips or when 
riding at high speeds. Here are some facts to consider: 

An approved helmet lets you see as fair to the sides as necessary. A study 
of more than 900 motorcycle collisions, where 40% of the riders wore 
helmets, did not find even one case in which a helmet kept a rider from 
spotting danger. 
Most collisions happenonshort trips (less than five miles long),just a few 
minutes after starting out. 
Most riders are riding slower than 30 mph when a collision occurs. At 
these speeds, helmets can cut both the number and the severity of head 
injuries by half. 



No matter what the speed, helmeted riders are three times more likely to 
survive head injuries than those not wearing helmets at the time of the 
collision 

.Helmet Selection 

There are two primary types of helmets, providing two different levels 
of coverage: threequarter and full face. 

Whichever style you choose, you can get the most pratection by making 
sure that the helmet: 

meets US. Department of Tramporbtion (DOT) and state standards. 
Helmets with labels from the American National Standards Institute 
(ANSI) or the Snell Memorial Foundation give you an added assurance 
ofquality. 
fits snugly, all the way d. 
has no obvious  defect^ such as cracks, loose padding or frayed strap. I I 

FU LL-FACE 

@ 
THREE-QUARTER 

Whatever helmet you decide on, keep it securely fastened on your head 
when you ride. Otherwise, if you are involved in a collision, it's likely to 
fly off your head before it gets a chance to protect you. 

A plastic faceshield can help protect your whole face in a collision. It also 

c ts you from wind, dust; dirt, rain, insects, and pebbles thrown up 
cars ahead. These problems are distracting and can be painful. If you 

hare to deal with them, yau can't devote your full attention to the nwd. r 
Goggles protect your eyes, though they won't protect the rest of your face 

like a faceshield does. A windshield is not a substitute for a faceshield or 
goggles. Mast windshields will not protect your eyes from the wind. 5 Neither will eyeglasses or sunglasses. Glasses won't keep your e es from 
watering, and they might blow off when you turn your head whi 7 e riding. 

To be effective, eye or faceshield protection must: 
Be free of scratches. 
Be made of shatter-proof material. 
Give a clear view to either side. 
Fasten securely, so it does not blow off. 
Permit air to pass through, to reduce fogging. 
Permit enough room for eyeglasses or sunglasses, if needed. 

Tinted eye protection should not be worn at night or any other time when 
little light is available. 

Clothing 1 
The right clothing protects you in a collision. 

Jacket and pmts should cover anns and legs completely. They should 
fit snugly enough to keep from flapping in the wind, yet loosely enough 
to move freely. Leather offers the most protection, but heavy denim 
usually does an adequate job at a reasonable price. Sturdy synthetic 
material provides a lot of protection as well. Wear a jacket wenin warm 
weather. Many are designed to protect without getting you overheakd, 
wen on summer days. 

Boots or shoes should be high and sturdy enough to cover your ankles 
and give them support. Soles should be made of hard, durable material. 
Keep heels short so they do not catch on rough surfaces. Tuck laces in so 
they won't catch on your motorcycle. 

Glovesallow a better gripand help protect your handsina collision. Your 
glwes should be made of leather or lheavy cloth. 

In cold or wet weather, your clothes should keep you warm and dry, as 
well as protect you from injury. You cannot control a motorcycle well if you 
are numb. Riding for long periods in cold weather can cause severe chill 
and fatigue. A winter jacket should resist wind and fit snugly at the neck, 
wrists, and waist. Goodquality rainsuits designed for motorcycle riding 
resist tearing apart or ballooning up at high speeds. 

1. A plastic face shield: 
A is not necessary if you have a windshield. 
B. only protects your eyes. 
C helps prokct your whole face. 
D. does not protect your face as well as goggles. 
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Make sure you are com letely familiar with the motorcycle before you 
take it out on the street. &s is particularly important if you are riding a 
borrowed cycle. If you are going to use an unfamiliar motorcycle: 

Make all the checks you would on your own cycle. 
Find out where everythhg is, particularly the turn signals, horn, head- 
light switch, fuelcontrol valve, and engine c u t 4  switch. Find and 
operate these items without having to look far them 
Know thegear pattern. Work the throttle, clutch, and brakes a few times 
befare you start riding. All controls react a little differently. 
Ride very cautiously. Accelerate gently, take turns more slowly, and 
leave extra room for stopping. 

Turn-Signal Switch 7. c l u t chhe r  
Gear-Change h e r  8. Engine Cut-Off Switch 
Tachometer 9. Light Switch 

4. S p e e d o m e t e r & O d ~  10. Kick Starter 
5. Rear Brake Pedal 11. Front Brake Lever 
6. Throttle 12. Horn Button 



Check Your Motorcycle 1 KNOW YOUR RESPONSlBILlZ7ES 

"Accident" implies an unforeseen event that occurs without anyone's 
fault or negligence. Most often in traffic, that is not the case. In fact, most 
people involved in a collision can usually claim some responsibility for 
what takes place. 

Consider a situation where someone decides to try tosqueeze through an 
intersection on a yellow light turning red. Your light turns green. You pull 
into the intersection without checking for possible latecomers. That is all 
it takesfor the twoof you to tangle. It wasthedriveisre~ponsi~litytostop. 
And it was your responsibility to look before pulling out. Neither of you 
held up your end of the deal. Just because someone else is the first to start 
the chain of events leading to a collision, it doesn't leave any of us free of 
responsibility. 

As a rider you can't be sure that other operators will see you or yield the 
right of way. To lessen your chances of a collision occurring: 

Be visible - wear proper clothing, use your headlight, ride in the best 
lane position 

Communicate yowintentions - use the proper signals, brake light, and 
lane position 

Maintain an adequate space cushion -following, being followed, lane 
sharing, passing and being passed. 

Scan your path of  travel12 seconds~ ahead. 

Identify and separate multiple hazards. 

epawd to act - remain alert and know how to carry out proper Beg co on-avoidance skills. 

Blame doesn't matter when someone is injured in a crash. There is rarely 
a single cause of any collision. The ability to ride aware, make critical 
decisions, and carry them out separates responsible riders from all the rest. 
Remember, it is up to you to keep frombeing the cause of, or an unprepared 
participant in, any collision. 



ThlsManuale~uw~each youhow tocontroldimtion,speed,orbalance. 
Thafs mm&hing you crrn leam only h g h  practia. But control 
with -8 yaur abilities and riding within them and the rules o the 
road. 

7 
BASIC ViNZCEE COhPIIWOL 

Uody Position 

To control lr mdmyde we& 
, . 

~ r t ~ S i t b . ~ f m w d * , t h t m ~ & ~ h ~ b a w h a ~  
holdthe- ~ y o u r m ~ ~ y a u ~ t u r I t t h e  
hadebarswithouthavingtost&ch 
H a & - - E l o l d t h e ~ ~ p f j r m l y t o k e e p ~ g r i p o v e r r o u g h  
surfacear ~ w i t h ~ r J g h t w r i s t f l a t  Th i sawyaukeepf rom 

toomuch throttle-epdallyifyou need topach for 
tkbraltestdd d-? y , A l s o , a d ~ t h e h a n d l ~ ~ ~ h a n d s m e v e n  
withorbelow yourelbows. Thispermitsyoubousethepropermuscles 
forpredsion- 

I . RIGHT. I WRONG I 
KnaEs-~pkreesa~ttheptanktoMpyoukeepyaur 

asthe-- 
~ - K e q p y a u r ~ ~ m t h e ~ t o m a i n t a i n ~ .  Don't J I  a 

 yourf feet I f ~ l o o t ~ u n ~ y o u c a n b e i n j u r e d . a n d  .# 
it could affect your cantrd d the mobrqde. Qep ycnu feet near the #, 

controls so you can get to them fast if needed. Also, don't let 
point downwafd - they m y  get caught between the x d z  
foovQF. 
PosfMe-Sitsopcent18eyourarmstosteer themotoqderather than 
to hold yourself up. 

Shifting Gears 1 

There is more to shifting gears than simply getting the motorcycle to pick 
up speed smoothly. Learning to use the gears correctly when do- 
turning, or starting on hills is important for safe motorcycle operation. 

Shift down through the ars as you slow or stop. Remain in first gear 
while you are stopped so 8% you can move out quickly if you need to. 

Make certain you are riding slowly enough when you shift into a lower 
gear. If not, the motorcycle will lurch, and the rear wheel may skid. When 
riding downhill or shifting into first gear you may need to use the brakes 
to slow enough before downshifting safely. 

It is best to change gears before entering a turn However, sometimes 
shifting while in the turn is necessary. If so, remember to do so smoothly. 
A sudden change in power to the rear wheel can cause a skid. 

Your motorcycle has two brakes: one each for the front and rear wheel. 
Ue both of them at the same time. The front brake is more powerful and 
can provide as much as threequarters of your total stopping power. The 
front brake is safe to use if you use it properly. Remember: 

Usebothbrakesmery~meyousloworstap. Usingonlytherearbrake 
for "mnnal" stops will not pennit you to develop the habit or skill of 
using the front brake properly in an emergency. 
Sque~ethehtbrakeandgressdownontherear. Grabbingatthefrant 
brakeor jammingdownonther~ar cancause the brakestolock,resulting 
in 

c o n m X Z a t  tb unu tiv m e  sooner you apply the h t  
the sooner it will start slowing you down. 

If you know the technique, m g  both brakes in a turn is possible, 
although it should be done wry carefdy. When leaning the motarcycle 
someofthetractionisusedforcomring. Lmstractionisavailablefor 
stopping. A skid can occur if you apply too muchbrake. Also, using the 
front brake i n d y  on a sli M c e  may be hazardous. Use PP"Y caution and squeeze the brake ever. 
Some~~havein~tedbraking~thatlinkthefrontand 
rear brakes together by applying the mar brake pedal. (Consult the 
owner's manual for a detailed explanation on the opera tion and effective 
useofthesesyskms.) 



KEEPING YOUR DISTANCE 

L Turning 

Ridersoften try to takecurvesor turns too fast. When they can't hold the 
turn, they end up crossing into another lane of traffic or going off the road. 
Or, they overreact and brake too hard, causing a skid and loss of control. 
Approach tums and curves with caution. 

Use four steps for better control: SLOW 
* m K  
LEAN 
ROLL 

SLOW - Muce speed before the turn by closing the M e  and, if 
maswy, a lying both brakes. 
~ 0 0 K - a t l u u u g h  the turn to where you wanttogo. Turn just your 
head, iotqcndwddas, and keep your eyes level with the horizon. 
LEAN- otum,themotorcyclemustlean. Tolean themotorcycle, push 
anthehmdgriph thedhctionofthetum. Pushleft-leanleft-go 
left. Pushright-leanlight-goright. Higherspeedsand/mtighter 
tumsrequirethemohxcycletoleanmare. 

In normal 
turns, the rider 
andthe motor- 
cycle shoald 
lean together at 
the same angle. 

LEAN LEAN 
MOTORCYCLE ONLY 

C 
'I. 

In slow tight 8 n  I 

turns, lean the , 
motorcycleonly !; 
and keep your , 
body straight. IF 

i 
h .  
2 
i 
p, 

ROLL-Roll on the throttle through the tum. Maintainsteady speed or 
accelerate gradually. Avoid decelerating in the hun. 

3. When riding, you shwld: 
A tnm\~headandshould~tolookthro~ 

tumh.' 
I 8. k s e p ~ ~ ~ t r a i g h t  

C keep your knees away from the gas tank. 
D. turn justyourheadand eyes to lookwhere you 

are going. 

10 

The best protection you can have is distance - a "cushion of space" - 
all around your cycle. If someone else makes a mistake, distance permits 
you: 

time toreact. 
room tu maneuver. 

Lane Positions 

In some ways the size of the motorcycle can work to your advantage. 
Each traffic lane gives a motorcycle three paths of travel, as indicated in the 
illustration. 

Your lane position should: 

increase your ability tu see protect your lane from other drivers. 
and be seen. communicate your intentions. 
avoid othefs blud s avoid wind blast from other vehicles. 
avoid surface & provide an escape route. 

Select the appropriate path to maximize your space cushion and make 
yourself more easily seen by others on the road. 



In general, there is no single best position for riders to be seen and to 
maintain a space cushion around the cycle. No portion of the lane need be 
avoided - including the center. 

Position yourself in the portion of the lane where you are most likely to 
beseen and you can maintain a space cushion around you. Change position 
as traffic situations chan Ridein path 2 or 3 if vehicles and other potential 
problems are on your le ir only. Remain in path 1 or 2 if hazards are on your 
right only. If vehiclesare being operated on both sides of you, the center of 
the lane, path 2, is usually your best option. 

Unless the road is wet, the average center strip permits adequate traction 
to ride on safely. The strip in the center portion of the lane that collects 
drippings fnmr cars is usually no more than two feet wide. You can operate 
to the left or right of this strip and still be within the center portion of the 
traffic lane. Big buildups of oil and grease are usually found at busy 
intersections or toll booths. 

Fnl lnwin~  Anntli~r Vehicle 

"Following too closely" is a major factor in collisions caused by motor- 
cyclists. In traffic, motorcycles need as much distance to stop as cars. 
Normally, aminhumof twosecondsdistance should be maintained behind 
the vehicle ahead. To gauge your following distance: 

Pick out a marker, such as a pavement marking or lamppost, on or near 
the road ahead. 
When the mr bumper of the vehicle ahead passes the marker, count off 
the sxcmds: "oneseamd-one, om+mond-two!' 
If you reach the marker before you reach "two," you are following too 
MY* 

A two-second following distance leaves a minimum amount of space to 
stop or swerve if the driver ahead stops suddenly. St also pennits a better 
view of potholes and other hazards in the road. 

A larger cushion of space is needed if your motorcycle will take longer 
than nonnal to stop. If the avement is slippery, if you cannot see through 
the vehicle ahead, or if tr &, c is heavy and someone may squeeze in front 
of you, open up a three second or more following distance. 

Keep well behind the vehicle ahead even when you & s t o p .  This will 
make it easier to get out of the way if someone bears down on you from 
behind. It will also give you a cushion of space if the vehicle ahead starts 
to back up for some reason. 

When behind a car, ride where the driver can see you in the rearview 
mirror. Ridin in the center portion of the lane should put your image in 
the middle of f rearview mirror - where a driver ismost likely to see you. 

Ridingat the far side of a lanemay pennit adriver to see you in asideview 
mirror. But remember that most drivers don't look at their sideview 
mirrors nearly as often as they check the rearview mirror. If the traffic 
situation allows, the center portion of the lane is the best lace for you to 
be seen by the drivers ahead and to prevent lane sharing& others. 

Being Followed 1 
Speeding up to lose someone following too closely only ends up with 

someone tailgating you at a higher speed. 

A better way to handle tailgatem is to get them in front of you. When 
someone is following too closely, change lanes and let them pass. If you 
can't do this, slow down and open up extra space ahead of you to allow 
room for both you and the tailgater to stop. This will also encourage them 
to pass. If they don't pass, you will have given yourself and the tailgater 
more time and space to react in case an emergency does develop. 



I Passing and Being Passed 

Passing and being passed by another vehicle is not much different than 
with a car. However, visibility is more critical. Be sure other drivers see 
you, and that you see potential hazards. 

1. Ride in theleft portionof the lane 
at a safe following distance to in- 
crease your line of sight and make 
you more visible. Signal and check 
for oncoming traffic. Use your mir- 
rors and turn your head to look for 
traffic behind. 

2 Move into the left lane and accel- 
erate. Select a lane position that 
doesn't crowd the car you are pass- 
ing and provides space to avoid haz- 
ards in your lane. 

3. Ride throu h the blind spot as 
quickly as possi t le. 

4. Signal again, and complete mir- 
ror and headchecks before returning 
to your original lane. 

Remember, passes must be completed within posted speed limits, and 
only where permitted. Know you  signs and road markings! 

Being Passed L d When you are - --ng passed from behind or by an oncoming vehicle, stay 
in the center portion of your lane. Riding any closer to them could put you 
in a hazardous situation. Avoid being hit by: 

The other vehick -A slight mistake by you or the passing driver could 
cause a sideswipe. 

J3tended m i m  - Some drivers forget that their mirrors hang out 
farther than their fenders. 

Objects thmumjhm wfndows -Even if the driver knows you're there, 
a m g e r m a y n o t e  youandmight tosssomethingon youor themd 
ahead of you. 

Blasts of wind from larger vehicles -They can affect your control. You 
havemare room for error if you are in themiddle portion when hit by this 
blast than if you are on either side of the lane. 

Do notmove into the portionof the lane farthest from the passing vehicle. 
It might invite the other driver to cut back into your lane too early. 

Lane Sharing 

Cars and motorcycles need a full lane to operate safely. Lane sharing is 
usually prohibited. 

Riding between rows of stopped or moving cars in the same lane can 
leave you vulnerable to the unexpected. A hand could come out of a 
window; a door could open; a car could turn suddenly. Discourage lane 
sharing by others. Keep a center-portion position whenever drivers might 
be tempted to squeeze by you. Drivers are most tempted to do this. 

In heavy, bumper-to-bumper traffic. 
When they want to pass you. 
When you are preparing to turn at an intersection 
When you are getting in an @t lane, or leaving a highway. 

-PC', . 
I I I . , .  . 



Drivers on an en- 
trance ramp may 
not see you on the 
highway. Give 
them plenty of 
mom Change to 
another lane if one 
is open. If there is 
no room for a lane 
change, adjust 
speed toopenup 
spaceforthe merg- 
ing driver. 

Cars Alongside I 

Do not ride next to 
carsor trucksinother 
lanes if you do not 
have to. You mightbe 
in the blind spot of a 
car in the next lane, 
which could switch 
into your lane with- 
out warning. cars in 
the next lane also 
block your escape if 
you come upon dan- 

in your owh lane. &  UP=*^ 
to find a place clear of 
traffic an both sides. 

4, Usually, a good way to handle Wlgaks is tor 
A. change lanes and let them pass. 
B. use  roll^ horn and make obscene gestures. 
C speed up to put distance between you and the 

tailgater. 
D. ignore them. 

SIPDE 

Good experienced riders remain aware of what is going on around them. 
They improve their riding strategy by using SIPDE, a 5-step process used 
to make appropriate judgments, and apply them correctly in different 
traffic situations: 

Scan 
Identify 
Predict 
Decide 
Execute 

Let's examine each of these steps. 

Search aggressively ahead, to the sides and behind to avoid potential 
hazardsevenbefore they arise. How assertively you search, and how much 
time and space you have, can eliminate or reduce harm. Focus even more 
on finding potential escape routes in or around intersections, shopping 
areas, school and construction zones. 

Search for: 

Oncoming traffic that may turn left in front of you. 
Traffic coming from the left and right. 
Traffic approaching from behind. 

Be especially alert in areas with limited visibility. Visually "busy" 
surroundings could hide you and your motorcycle from others. 

I 
Locate hazards and potential conflicts. 

Vehicles andothermotmcycles-may moveintoyourpath and increase 
collision impact. 
Pedestrians and animals - am unpredictable, and make short, quick 
moves. 
Stuffonmy objects - potholes, guard rails, bridges, roadway signs, 
hedges, or bees won'tmove into your pathbut may influence your riding 
strategy. 



Consider speed, distance, and directionof hazards toanticipate how they 
may affect you. Cars moving into your path are more critical than those 
moving away or remaining stationary. 

Redict where a collision may occur. Completing this ''what if. . .7" phase 
to estimate results of contacting or attempting to avoid a hazard depends 
on your knowledge and experience. 

Decide when, where, and how to act based on types of hazards you 
encounter: 

Single Hazard 
Multiple Hazards 
Stationary 

M o v i n g  

Weigh consequences of each hazard separately, whether single or mul- 
tiple hazards are involved. 

In high potential risk areas, suchas intersections, shopping areas, school 
and construdionzones, cover the clutch and both brakes to reduce the time 
you need to react. 

To create more space and minimize harm from any hazard: 

Communicate your presence with lights and/or horn. 
Adjust your speed by accelerating, s w i n g  or slowing. 
Adjust your position and/or dimtion. 

Apply the old adage "one step at a time" to handle two or more hazards. 
Adjust speed to permit two hazards to separate. Then deal with them one 
at a time as single hazards. Decision making becomes more complex with 
threeor more hazards. Weigh consequencesof each qd give equal distance 
to the hazards. 

A. ride slower than the speed limit. 
B. cover the clutch and the brakes. 
C shift into neutral when slowing. 
D. pull in the clutch when turning. 
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The greatest potential for conflict between you and other traffic is at 
intersections. An intersection can be in the middle of an urban area or at 
a driveway on a residential street -anywhere traffic may cross your path 
of travel. Over half of motorcycle/car collisions are caused by drivers 
entering a rider'sright-of-way. Oncoming cars that turn left in front of you, 
and carson side streets that pull into your path,are the twobiggest dangers. 
Your use of SIPDE [p. 171 at intersections is critical. 

There are no guarantees that others 
see you. Never count on "eye contact" 
as a sign that a driver will yield. Too 
often, a driver looks right at a motorcy- 
clist and still fails to "see" him. The only 
eyes that you can count on are your 
own. If a car can enter your path, 
assume that it will. Good riders are 
always "looking for trouble" - not to 
get into it, but to stay out of it. 

Increase your chances of being seen at 
intersections. Ride with your headlight 

on in a lane position that provides the best view of oncoming traffic. 
Provide a space cushion around the motorcycle that permits you to take 
evasive action. 

19 I 



As you approach the intersection, select a lane position to increase your 
visibility to the driver. Cover the clutch and both brakes to reduce reaction 
time. 

Passing Parked Cars 

When passing parked cars, stay toward the left of your lane. You can 
avoid problems caused by doors opening, drivers getting out of cars, or 
people stepping from between cars. If oncoming traffic is present, it  is^ 
usually best to remain in the center-lane position to maximize your spacer 
cushion. c 

Reduce your speed. After entering the intersection, move away from 
oncoming vehicles preparing to turn. Do not change speed or position 
radically. The driver might think that you are preparing to turn. 

A bigger problem can occur if the driver pulls away from the curb without 
checking for traffic behind. Even if he does look, he may fail to see you. In 
either event, the driver might cut into your path. Slow down or change lanes 
to make room for someone cutting in. 

7 If vou avvmch a blind in- 
terse'ction; hove to the por- 
tion of the lane that will bring 
you intoanother driver's field 
of sight at the earliest possible 

t. In this picture, the 

the parked car - so the 
the cross street can 

,' : . r 8 -  ? ?  , . .. h 

Cars making a sudden U-turn are 
the most damzerous. Thevmav cutvou 
off entirely, bvlocking th6 wh6le Idad- 
way and leaving you with no place to 
go. Since you can't tell what a driver 
will do, get the driver's attention. 
Sound your horn and continue with 

FI  caution. 

I 
Angle your motorcycle to see in 

' 

both airektions without straining or 
having the cycle in the lane of travel. 
A clear view is particularly important 
to turn across a lane of traffic. When -. 

possible, back into the parking spot to 
ride the motorcycle out into traffic. 

6. Making eye contact with other driven: 
k is a good sign that they see you. 
B. is important when approaching an intersection. 
C doesn't mean that the driver will yield 
D. decreases your chances of being involved in a 

collision 

If you have a stopslp or stop line, stop there first. Then edge forward 
and stop again, just short of where the cross-traffic lane meets your lane. 
From that position, lean your body forward and look around buildings, 
parked cars, or bushes to see if anything is coming. Just make sure your 
front wheel stays out of the cross lane of travel while you're looking. 



SEE AND BE SEEN 

In collisions with motorcyclists, driversoften say that they never saw the 
motorcycle. From ahead or behind, a motorcycle's outline is much smaller 
than a car's. Also, it's hard to see something you are not looking for, and 
most drivers are not looking for motorcycles. More likely, they are looking 
through the skinny, two-wheeled silhouette in search of cars that may pose 
a problem to them. 

Even if a driver does see you coming, you aren't necessarily safe. Smaller 
vehicles appear farther away, and seem to be traveling slower than they 
actually are. It is common for drivers to pull out in front of motorcyclists, 
thinking they have plenty of time. Too o h ,  they are wrong. 

However, you can do many things to make it easier for others to recognize 
you and your cycle. 

Most collisions occur in broad dayli t. Wear bri ht clothin to increase 

surface area of the rider/cycle unit. 
c d f your chances of being seen. Remem r, your y is half o the visible 

Bright orange, yellow or green jackets or vestsare your best bets for being 
seen. Your helmet can do more than protect you in a collision. Brightly 
colored helmets can help others see you. 

Any bright color is better than drab or dark colors. Reflective or bright 
colored clothing (helmet and jacket or vest) is best. 

Reflective material on the sides of the helmet and vest will help drivers 
coming from the side spot you. Reflective material can also be a big help 
for drivers coming toward you or from behiid. I 
The best way to help others see your motorcycle is to keep the headlight 

on - at all times. Studies show that, during the day, a motorcycle with its 
light on is twiceaslikely lobe noticed. Also,useof thehighbeamindaylight 
increases the likelihood that oncoming drivers will see you. 

I Signals 1 
The signals on a motorcycle are similar to those on a car. They tell others 

what you plan todo. However, due toa rider'sadded vulnerability, signals 
are even more important. Use them anytime you plan to change lanes. Use 
them even when you think no one else is around. It's the car you don't see 
that's going to give you the most trouble. Your signal lights also make you 
easier to spot. That's why it's a good idea to use your turn signals even 
when what you plan to do is obvious. 

When you enter onto a 
freeway, driversapproach- 
ing from behind are more 
likely to see your signal 
blinking and make room for 
you. 

Turning your signal light 
onbefore each turn reduces 
confusion and frustration 
for the traffic around you. 
Once you turn, make sure 
your signal is off or a driver 
may pull directly into your 
path, thinking you plan to 
turn again. Use your sig- 
nalsat every turn sodrivers 
can react accordingly. Don't 
make them guess what you 
intend to do. 

I Brake Light ~ 
Your motorcycle's brake light is usually not as noticeable as the brake 

lights ona car -particularly when your taillight is on. (It goes on with the 
headlight.) Help others notice you by flashing your brake light before you 
slow down. It is especially important to flash your brake light before: 

You slow m m  quickly than others might expect (turning off a high- 
speed highway). 
You slow where others may not expect it (in the middle of a block or at 
an alley). 

If you are being followed closely, it's a good idea to flash your brake light 
before you slow. The tailgaterrnay be watchingyou and not see something 
ahead that will make you slow d m .  



Using \ 'our  X l  irrors b de it's most important to keep track of 
what's happening ahead, you can't afford to 
ignore situations behind. Traffic conditions 
change quickly. Knowing what's going on 
behind can help you make a safe decision 
about how to handle trouble ahead. 

I '  r :  q 

IN MIRRORS Frequent mirror checks should be part of 
your normal scanning routine. Make a spe- 
aal point of using your mirrors: ;IEV~ 4, - 

i ,, 1 

When you are stopped at an intersection. 
Watchcarscoming up frombehind. If the 
driver isn't yin attention, he could be on top of you before he sees you. 
Before you % nge e nes. Make sure no one is about to pass you. 
Before you slow down. The driver behind may not exped you to slow, or 
may beunsureabout where you will slow. For example, you signala turn 
and the driver thinks you plan to turnat adistant intersection, rather than 
at a nearer driveway. 

Most motorcycles have rounded (canvex) mirrors. These provide a 
wider view of the road behind than do flat mirrors. They also make cars 
seem farther away than th really are. If you are not used to convex 
mirrors, get familiar with them. OVhile you are stopped, pick out a parked car 
in your mirror. Forma mental imageof how farawayit is. Then, turnaroundand 
look at it to see how close you came.) Practice with your mirrors until you 
become a good judge of distance. Even then, allow extra distance before 
you change lanes. 7 m a& 4,- r ' 

IvQ~ 4 s  , # ,  ' 
m p r . 4  -.- 

I Head Checks I 

cking your mirrors is not enough. Motorcycles have "blind spots" 
like cars. Before you change lanes, turn your head, and look to the side to 
spotacarabouttopassyou. 1 1 . ~  1 4 ~ 1 1  : I ~ ~ + ~ ~ I , + I , ~ ' ~ w . -  

$ 1  , , , '  I 1 

On a road with several lanes, check the far lane and the one next to you. 
A driver in the distant lane may head for the same space you plan to take. 

Be re to use your horn to get someone's attention quickly. .isc. 

It is a d idea to give a quick beep before passing anyone that may move 
into your lane. 

Here are some situations: ~7 , 
( . ' I  

A driver in the lane next to you is driving too close to the vehicle ahead 
and may want to pass. .. + 

A parked car has someone in the driver's seat. 
Someone is in the street, riding a bicycle or walking. 

In an emergency, press the horn button loud and long. Be ready to stop 
or swerve away from the danger. 

. 8 ,  

At night it is harder for you to see and be seen. Picking your headlight 
or taillight out of the car lights around you is not easy for other drivers. To 
compensate, you should: 

Reduce Your Speed - Ride even slower than you would during the day 
- particularly on roads you don't know well. This will increase your 
chances of avoiding a hazard. 

I 
Increme Distmce -Distances are harder to judge at night than during 

:I the day. Your eyes rely upon shadows and light contrasts to determine 
8-u 

how far awa an object is and how fast it is coming. These contrasts are 
missing or dY istorted under artificiql lights at night. Open up a three- 
second following distance. And allow more distance to pass and be 
p a d .  
Usethe Car Ahead- The headlightsof thecaraheadcangive youabetter 
view of the road than even your high beam can. Taillights bouncing up 
and down can alert you to bumps or rough pavement. 
Use Your High Beam - Get all the light you can. Use your high beam 
whenever you are not ng or meeting a car. W a r  retroflectiPe 
materials - vests, etc. -, ' 1  

Be flexible about lane position. change to whatever portion of the lane 
is best able to help you see, be seen, and keep an adequate space cushion. 

?I - , j .  - 1 "  

. r I S  .=i I! 

B. be worn during the day. 
, 8rh.y C not be wom. 



COUISION AVOZDANCE 

No matter how careful you are, there willbe times when you find yourself 
in a tight spot. Your chances of getting out safely depend on your ability 
to react quickly and properly. Often, a collision occurs because a rider is 
not prepared or skilled in collision-avoidance maneuvers. 

Know when and how to stop or swerve, two skills critical to avoiding a 
collision. It is not always desirable or possible to stop quickly to avoid an 
obstacle. Riders must also be able to swerve around an obstacle. Determin- 
ing the skill necessary for the situation is important as well. 

Studies show that most collision-involved riders: 

Underbrake the front tire and overbrake the rear. 
Do not separate braking fnrm swerving. 

*,y4#a#H The following information offers some good advice.ib '. 

Quick Stops 
- - -- 1 

To stop quickly, apply both brakes at the same time. Don't be shy about 
using the front brake, but don't "grab" at it, either. Squeeze the brake lever 
steadily and firmly. Apply the front brake fully. If the front wheel locks, 
release the front brake then reapply firmly. At the same time, press down 
on therearbrake. If you accidentally lock the rear brake, keep it locked until 
you have completely stopped. Even with a locked rear wheel, you can 
control the cycle on a straightaway if it is uptight and going in a straight line. 

Always use both - 
brakes at the same REAR 

time to stop. .The 
front brake can 
provide 70% or 
more of the poten- 
tial stoppingpower. BOTH 

If you must stop quickly while turnin or d i n g  a &me, it may not alwa s d Z be possible to straighten the motorcy e and then stop. If you must bra e 
while leaning, apply the brakes and reduce the throttle. As you slow, you 
can reduce your lean angle and apply more brake pressure until the 
motorcycle is straight and maximum brake pressure is possible. If you 
"straighten" the handlebar in the last few feet of stopping, the motorcycle 
should be straight up and in balance. 

Swerving or Turning Qujckly . . .  ,I 
wi me times you may not have enough mom to stop, even if you use both 

brakes properly. An object might appear suddenly in your path. Or the car 
ahead might squeal to a stop. The only way to avoid a collision may be to 
turn quickly, swerve, or ride over the obstacle. 

A swerve is any sudden change in direction. It can be two quick turns, or 
a rapid shift to the side. Apply a small amount of hand pressure to the 
handgrip in your intended direction of escape. This will get the motorcycle 
to lean quickly. The sharper the turn(s), the more the bike must lean. 

Keep your knees against the tank and your feet solidly on the pegs. Let 
the bike move underneath you. Make your escape route the tar t of your f= vision. Resson the opposite handgrip, once you clear theobstac e to return 
toyour original direction of travel. Toswerve to the left, push left then right 
to recover. To swerve to the right, push right then left. 

Try to stay in your own lane. Change lanes only if you have enough time 
to make sure there are no vehicles in the other lane. You should be able to 
squeeze by most obstacles without leaving your lane. 

SWERVE, THEN BRAKE BRAKE, THEN SWERVE 

IF BRAKING IS REQUIRED, SEPARATE IT FROM SWERVING. Brake 
before or after - never while swerving. 



Riding a Curve 

A primary cause of single-vehicle collisions is motorcyclists running 
wide in a curve or turn and colliding with the roadway or a fixed object. 

Every curve is differ- 
ent Be alert to whether 
a curve remains con- 
stant, gradually widens, 
gets tighter, or involves 
multiple turns. 

Ride within your skill 
level and posted speed 
limits. 

Your best path may notalwaysfollow the curve of the road. Change lane 
position depending on traffic and road conditions. If no traffic is present 
and your riding abilities are up to it, you may choose to start at the outside 
of a curve to increase your line of sight and the effective radius of the tm. 
As you turn, move toward the inside of the curve, and as you pass the 
center, move to the outside to exit. 

Another alternative is to move to the center of our lane before entering 
T& a curve - and stay there until you exit s pennits you to spot 

approaching traffic as soon as possible. You can also adjust for traffic 
"crowding" the center line, or debris blocking part of your lane. 

, 

a The best way to stop quickly is to: 
A use the front brake only. 
B. use the rear brake first 
C throttle down and use the front brake. 
D. use both brakes at the same time. 

HANDLING DANGEROUS SURFACES 

Your chance of falling or being involved in a collision increases whenever 
you ride across . Unevensurfacesorobstacles. 

!Yippeysurfaces. 
Railroadtracks 

Grooves and gratings. 

Watch for uneven surfaces such as bumps, broken pavement, potholes, 
or small pieces of highway trash. 

First, determine if it is possible to go over the obstacle. Approach it at as 
close to a 90'an e as 'ble. Look where you want to go to control your K= path of travel. you ve to ride over the obstacle, you should: 

Slow down to reduce the jolt if time permits. . Make sure the motomycle is straight up. 
Rise slightly off the seat with weight on the footpeg to absorb the 
shock with your knees and dcE% 

R i s i i  off the seat will reduce your chances of being thrown off the bike. 
However, controlling the throttle can be somewhat tricky. Practice this in 
an area such as an empty parking lot away from traffic. 

R 

- 

If you ride over an object on the, street, pull off the road and check your 
tireiand rims for damage before iiding i k y  farther. 
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I Slipperv Surtaccs 

dotorcycles handle better when ridden on surfaces that permit good 
traction. Surfaces that provide poor traction include: 

Wet pavement, particularly just after it starts to rain and before surface 
oil washes to the side of the road. 
Gravel roads, or where sand and gravel collect. . . .  
Mud, snow, and ice. 
Jam markings, steel plates ancl - l e e  espedally when wet 

? 1- 8 .I I 
To ride safely on slippery surfack: ,*WP :! ;. 

~edrrce~peed -slow downbeforeydGgSfba slippery surface tolessen 
your chances of skidding when stopping or turning. Your motorcycle 

I needs mae distance to stop. It is pubcularly important to reduce speed 
r :  b e f o r e ~ ~ w e t c u w e s .  i ' . s T . J  -1 ii.kt'. 1 4  i I  f ~ I ' I  

, ' I  - 
 odd Sudden MOW - iIny sudak &i k h  &'d&&on can 
cause a skid. Be as smooth as p d l e  when you speed up, shift gears, 
turn or brake. 
Use Both Brakes -The front brake is more effective even on a slippery 
surface. Squeeze the brake lever gradually to avoid locking the front 
wheel. 
The center of a lane can be hazardous when wet. When it starts to rain, 
ride in the tire tracks left by cars. Often, the left tire track will be the best 
position, depending on traffic and other road conditions as well. 
Watch for oil spots when you put your foot down to stop or park. You 
may slip and fall. 
Dirt and gravel collect along the sides of the road -.especially on curves 
and ramps leading to and from highways. Stay away from the edge of 
the road, particularly when making sharp turns and getting on or off 
fmeways at high speeds. . , . I  -- . .... - ' 

Rain dries and snow melts faster on some sections of a road than on 
others. Patches of ice tend to crop up in low or shaded areas and on 
bridges and overpasses. Wet surfaces or wet leaves are just as slippery. 
Ride on the least slippery portion of the lane. 

Cautious riders steer clear of roads covered with iceor snow. If you can't 
avoid a slippery surface, keep your bike straight up and proceed as slowly 
as possible. If you encounter a largesurface so sli pe that you must coast, 
or travel at a walking pace, consider letting your /' eet s 3 m along the surface. 
If the bike starts to fall, you can catch yourself. Be sure to keep off the brakes. 
If possible, squeeze the clutch and coast. Attempting this maneuver at 
anything other than the slowest of speeds could prove hazardous. 

I Railroad Tracks, Trollev Tracks and Pavement Seams 1 

- .  
hc,;: ,x;: 

Move far enough away from tracks, 
ruts, or pavement seams that run par- 
allel to your course to cross at an angle 
of at least 45.. Then, make a quick, 
sharp turn. Edging across could catch 
your tires and throw you off balance. 

C safer to ride 
straight &it& your lane to 
aoss tracks. Turningto take 
tracks head-on (at a 90' 
angle) can be more danger- 
ous - your path may carry 
you into another lane of traf- 
fic* . ,  . r. 1 

I -' 
L , - t ;hr  ' -  

Grooves and Gratings 

Riding over rain goo d 
or bridge grating swill cause 
a motorcycle to weave. The 
uneasy, wandering feeling 

" $" erally not hazardous. 
Re ax, maintain speed and 
ride straight across. Cross- 
ing at an angle forces riders 
to zigzag to stay in the lane. 
The zigzag is far more haz- 
ardous than the wandering 
feeling. 

A. ride in the center of the lane. 
B. pull off to the side until the rain stops. 
C ride in the tire tracks left by cars. 
D. increase your speed 
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MECHANICAL PROBLEMS 

You can find yourself in an emergency the moment something goes 
wrong with your motorcycle. In dealing with any mechanical problem, take 
into account the road and traffic conditions you face. Here are some 
guidelines that can help you, handle mechanical problems safely. . :> '; L I T .  : A T .  

Yo1 ill seldom hear a tire go flat. If the cycle starts handling differently, 
it may be a tire failure. This can be dangerous. You must be able to tell from 
the way the cycle reacts. If one of your tires suddenly losesair, react quickly 
to keep your balance. Pull off and check the tires. 

If the front tiregoes flat, the steering will feel "heavy!' A front-wheel flat 
is particularly hazardous because it affects your steering. You have to steer 
well to keep your balance. l J r , ! '  I 1 

If the rear tire goes flat, the back of the motorcycle will jerk from side to 
side. , ,  . 

If e'-' !r tire goes flai Ille riding: 
Hold the hadegrips firmly and keep a straight course. 
Gradually apply the brake of the tire that isn't flat, if you are sure which 
one it is. 
When the motorcycle slows, edge to the side of the road and stop. 

Stuck Throttle 1 
Twist the throttle back and forth &viral 'hk. If &e throttle cable is 

stuck, this ma free it. If the throttle sta stuck immediately operate the r P engine cut-of switch and pull in the c utch at the same time. This will 
remove power from the rear wheel, though engine noise may not immedi- 
ately decline. Once the motorcycle is "under control," pull off and stop. 

After you have stopped, check the throttle cable carefully to find the 
source of the trouble. Make certain the throttle works freely before you start 
to ride again. 

I Wobble 

Check for poorly adjusted steering; worn steering parts; a front wheel 
that is bent, misaligned, or out of balance; loose wheel bearings or spokes., 
and swingarm bearin . If none of these are determined to be the cause, r have the motorcycle c ecked out thoroughly by a qualified professional. 

Trying to "accelerate out of a wobble" will only make the cycle more 
unstable. Instead: - , .,. 

~ f i p  the handlebars ,but don't fight the wobble. 7 \ .4 

Close the throttle grad ly to slow the motoqcle. Do not apply the 
brakes; braking could make the wobble worse. ,'I . .. . 4 i 

Move your weight as far forward and down as possible. 
Pullofftheroadassoanasyoucantofixtheproblem. 

A "wobble" occurs when the front wheel and handlebars suddenly start 
to shake from side to side at any speed. Most wobbles can be traced to 
improper loading, unsuitable accessories, or incorrect tire pressure. If you 
are carrying a heavy load, lighten it. If you can't, shift it. Center the weight 
lower and farther forward on the cycle. Make sure tire pressure, spring pre- 
load, air shocks, and dampers are at the settings recommended for that 
much weight. Make sure windshields and fairings are mounted properly. 

chain that slips or breaks while you're riding could lock the rear wheel 
cause your cycle to skid. Chain slippage or breakage can be avoided 

Slippage - If the chain sli when y& try to speed up quickly or ride 
uphill, pull off the road. & the chain and spmkets. Tightening the 
chain may help. If the problem is a worn or stretched chain or worn or 
bent sprockets, replace the chain, the sprockets, or both befom riding 
a m  

Beakage-Youllnoticean instant lossof power totherear wheel. Close 
the thmttle and brake to a stop. 

' 1 ,  * f'-mM, 

I Engine ~ e i z u r g  4 1 ~ 1 ,  - - - ~ ~  
. I .  vi 1 ' 1  1 iv:p~',b;mgjlh 

When the engine 'locks" or "freezes" it isusually low on oil. Theengine's 
moving parts can't move smoothly against each other, and the engine 
overheats. The first sign may be a loss evf engine power or a change in the 
engine's sound. Squeeze the clutch lever to disengage the engine from the 
rear wheel. Pull off the road and stop. Check the oil. If needed, oil should 
be added as soon as possible or the engine will seize. When this happens, 
the effect is the same as a locked rear wheel. Let the engine cool before 
restarting. 

10. If your motorcycle starts to wobble: 
A. accelerate out of the wobble. . ' f  

B. use the brakes gradually. 
C grip the handlebars firmly and close the throttle 

8radUally- 
D. downshift a$:( . , I a n 1 - ; y  

-. - 



ANIMALS , 1, 8 3 - , 1 t ,  

- - ... . . . I I ,  

Natural1 ou should do everything you safely can to avoid hitting an 
animal. Zy'ou are in traffic, however, remain in your lane. Hitting 
samething small is less dangerous to you than hitting something big- like 
a car. 

~ o k m y c l b  seem to attract dogs. If you are chased, shift down and 
approach the animal slowly. As  you approach it, speed up and leave the 
animal behind. Don't kick at an animal. Keep control of your motorcycle, 
and look to where you want to go. 

FLYING OBJECIS 

From time to time riders are struck by insects, cigarettes thrown from 
cars, or pebbles kicked up by the tires of the vehicle ahead. If you are 
wearingfaceprotection,it might get smeared or cracked, making it difficult 
to see. Without face protection, an object could hit you in the eye, face, or 
mouth. Whatever happens, keep your eyes on the road and your hands on 
the handlebars. When safe, pull off the mad and repair the damage. 

" L P i $ 1 , .  I "  

GFITlNGOffTHEROAD ,- -,, ' A .  - in .  C ' . t q  4 n ~ )  , I I , .  
L. I. . . 

If you need to leave the road to check the motorcycle (or just to rest for 
a while), be sure you: I;, , , , , .  ,;I 11, 

Check the roadside - Make sure the surface of the roadside is firm 
enough to ride on. If it is soft grass, loose sand, or if you're just not sure 
about it, slow way down before you turn onto it. 
Signal-Driversbehindmight not expect you toslow down. Giveadear 
signal thatyou willbeslowingdowndchangingdiredion. Check your 

* n bgnhor and make a head check before you take any action. 
Pull offthe road - Get as far off the road as you em. It can be wry hard 

amotorcyclebythesideofthemad. Youdon'twantsomeoneelse 
off at the same place you are. 

'(r$patk carefklly - Lase and sloped shoulders make setting the stand 
*cult. 

I .. 

. , ,  11. If you are chased by an animal: 
, I  ' L  A. kickit away. 

,2 - 2 r  3 B. stop until the animal loses interest 
,:,,.3: . Y C swerve around the animal. 
" i&, D. approach the animal slowly, then speed up. 

CARRYING PASSENGERS AM;) CARGO 

Only experienced riders should carry passengers or large loads. The 
extra weight changes the way the motorcycle handles, balances, turns, 
speeds up, and slows down. Before taking a passenger or heavy load on 
the street, practice away from traffic. 

To carry passengers safely: , - . : - , i t  I r 

1 - 1  , ' . I .  7 

Equip and adjust your motoqde to carry passengers. 
Instruct the passen,ger befo~ you start. 8 3 

' 7  . - 7 

Adjust your riding technique for the added weight. i - L j. 
'J '.' -8 T. -1 r '  ,.fit-J _ ,  n ' J , . ; , ,  

, - , '  ' Equipment should include: 
C ' 

~~~seat-lar~eenou&toholdbothof~ouwithoutmwdin~. You 
should mt sit any farther forward than you usually do. 
Footpegs - for the passenger. A firm footing prevents your passenger 
from~ngoffandpullingyouoff,too. 
Protective equipment - the same protective gear manrunended for 
opera-. 

Adjust the suspension to handle the additional weight. Add a few 
pounds of pressure to the tires if you carry a passenger. (Check your 
owner's manual.) While your passenger sits on the seat with you, adjust 
the mimr and headlight according to the change in the motorcycle's angle. 

Instructing Passengers I 
Even if your passenger is a motorcycle rider, provjde complete instruc 

your passenger to: - 

after you have started the 
Sit as far forward k pouibli! without crowding yo< , 1 '  

Hold finnly to your waist, hips, or belt. ' 8  ' I 4  

Keep both feet on the pegs, even when stopped. , ! -k\:.& 
Keep legs away from the muffleds). S o  . ,{,r:ii %a%;J8 
Stay directly behind you, leaning as you lean. . , ,  

Avoid unnecessary talk or motion. 1 )  I 
- 'Ju\,- 

' 1 y-r 

Also, tell your passenger to tighten his or her hold when you (I) approach 
surface problems, (2) are about to start from a stop, and (3) wam that you 
are going to make a sudden move. * 8: - ' , ,,! , ' ! - 



Your motorcycle will respond more slowly with a passenger on board. 
The heavier your passenger, the longer it will take to slow down, speed up, 
or turn - especially on a light cycle. . - I  

Ride a little slower, especially when taking curves, comers, or bumps. 
Start slowing earlier a9 you approach a stop. 
Open up a larger cushion of space ahead and to the sides. 
Wait for larger gaps to cross, enter, or merge in traffic. 

Warn your passenger of specialconditions- when you will pull out, stop 
quickly, turn sharply, or ride over a bump. Turn your head slightly to make 
yourself understood, but keep your eyes on the road ahead. 

Most motor cles are not designed to carry much cargo. Small loads can 57 be carried safe y if positioned and fastened properly. 

Keep the Load Low-Fasten loads to theseat, or put themin saddlebags. 
Piling loads against a sissybar or frame on the back of the twit raises the 
cycle's center of gravity and disturbs its balance. 

,.t Keep the Load Fwward -Place the load wer, or in h t  of, the rear axle. 
1 : Tankbags keep loads forward, but use caution when loading hard or 

sharp objects Mounting loads behind the rear axle can affect how the 
cycle turns and brakes. It can also cause a wobble. 

Distribute the Load Evenly - Load saddlebags with about the same 
weight. An uneven load can cause the motorcycle to drift to one side. 

Seare the Load - Fasten the load securely with elastic cords (bungee 
cards). A tight load won't catch in the wheel or chain, causing it to lock 
upandskid. Rapetendstos~andknotscomeloose,pennittingthe 
load to shift or fall. 

* Check the Load - Stop and check the load every so often to make 
mne it has not worked loose or moved. 

L . .  
- >  

I . - .  - '  

A. lean as you lean. 
B. always sit upright 

0 & c sit as far back as possible. 
+rtr D. never hold onto you 

GROUP RIDING, , .,, 

If you ride with others, do it in a way that promotes safety and doesn't 
interfere with the flow of traffic. , J u ' - .  . IJ:~. : , l  

. I  . 8 ' A ,  q', , Keep the Group Small 1 L I 

Small groups make it easier and' safer for car drivers who need to get 
around them. A small number isn't separated as easily by traffic or red 
lights. Riders won't always be hurrying to catch up. If your group is larger 
than four or five riderg, divide it up into two or more smaller groups. 

Keep the Group Together 1 
I - - rn -The leader should lookahead for chan gesand signal early so "the 

word gets back" in plenty of time. Start lane changes early to pennit 
everyone to complete the change. 
Put Begitmen U#Fmt-place inexperienced riders behind the leader, 
where more experienced riders can watch them 
Follow Those Behind - Let the tailender set the pace. Use your mirrors 
to kee an eye on the person behind. If a rider falls behind, everyone 
shod 1 slow down a little to stay with the tailender. 
Know the Route - Make sure everyone knows the mte. Then, if 
somame is separatd they won't have to hurry to keep from getting lost 
ortakingawmngturn 

"8 I _  

Keep Your Distance 

Mi--: 
on the h 

close ranks at a safe distance. A close group takes up less space 
way, is easier to see and is less likely to be separated. However, 

it must be done properly. 

Don't Pair U# - Never operate di- 
. rectly alongside another rider. There 

' , is no place to go if you have to avoid' 
iracarorsomethingontheroad. To 

. t l  talk, wait until you are both stopped. 

Staggered Fonnatfon - This is the 
bestway tokeeprankscloseyetmain- 
tain an adequate space cushion. The 
leaderridesintheleftsideofthelane, A 
while the seamd rider stays one sec- 
ond behind in the right side of the 
lane. , . .' U 



A third rider maintains in the left position, two seconds behind the first 
rider. The fourth rider would keep a two-second distance behind the 
second rider. This formation keeps the group close and permits each rider 
a safe distance from others ahead, behind and to the sides. 

Passing in Formaifon - Riders in a stagged formation should pass one 
at a time. 

First, the lead rider should' ' , . 
When the first rider passes 

pull out and pass when it is safely, the second rider should 
safe. After passing, the leader move up to the left position 
should return to the left posi- and watch for a safe chance to 
tion and continue riding at pass. After passing, this rider 
passing speed to open room " '- should return to the right posi- 
for the next rider. tion and open up room for the 

1 n next rider. 
Some people suggest that the leader should move to the right side after 

passing a vehicle. This is not a good idea. It encourages the second rider 
to pass and cut back in before there is a large enough space cushion in front 
of the passed vehicle. It's simpler and safer to wait until there is enough 
roomahead of the passed vehicle to allow each rider to move into the same 
position held before the pass. 

Single-File Fornation - It is best to move into a single-file formation 
when riding curves, turning, entering or leaving a highway. 

13. When riding in a group, inexperienced ridem should 
position themselves: 
A. behind the leader. 
B, in front of the group. 
C in the middle of the group. 
D. beside the leader. 

Riding a motorcycle isa demanding and complex task. Skilled riders pay 
attention to the riding environment and to operating the motorcycle, 
identifying potential hazards, making good judgments, and executing 
decisions quickly and skillfully. Your ability to perform and respond to 
changing road and traffic conditions is influenced by how fit and alert you 
are. Alcohol and other drugs, more than any other factor, degrade your 
ability to think clearly and to ride safely. As little as one drink can have a 
significant effect on your performance. 

Let's look at the risks involved in ridin after drinking or using drugs. 
What to do to protect yourself and your g llow riders is also examined. 

Alcohol is a major contributor to motorcycle collisions, particularly fatal 
collisions. Studies show that 40% to 45% of all riders killed in motorcycle 
mashes had been drinking. Only one-third of those riders had a blood 
alcohol concentration above legal limits. The rest had only a few drinks in 
their systems-enough to impair riding skills. In the past, drug levels have 
been harder to distinguish or have not been separated from drinking 
violations for the traffic records. But riding "under the influence" of either 
alcohol or drugs poses physical and legal hazards for every rider. 

J ,:* 1-  *, 
Drinking and drug use is as big a problem among motorcyclists as it is 

among automobile drivers. Motorcyclists, however, are more likely to be 
killed or severely injured in a collision. Injuries occur in 90% of motorcycle 
collisions and 33% of automobile collisions that involve abuse of sub- 
stances. On a yearly basis, 2,500 motorcyclists are killed and about 50,000 
seriously injured in this same type of collision. These statistics are too 
overwhelming to ignore. 

By becoming knowledgeable about the effects of alcohol and other drugs 
you will see that ridingand substance abuse don't mix. Take positive steps 
to protect yourself and prevent others from injuring themselves. 



ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS IN MOTORCYCLE OPERATION 

No one is immune to the effects of alcohol or drugs. Friends may brag 
about their ability to hold their liquor or perfonn better on drugs, but 
alcohol or drugs make them less able to think clearly and perform physical 
tasks skillfully. Judgment and the decision-making processes needed for 
vehicle operation are affected long before legal limitations are reached. 

Many over-thecounter, prescription, and illegal drugs have side effects 
that increase the risk of riding. It is difficult to accurately measure the 
involvement of particular drugs in motorcycle collisions. But we do know 
what effects various drugs haw on the process involved in riding a 
motorcycle. We also know that the combined effects of alcohol and other 
drugs are more dangerous than either is alone. 

ALCOHOL INTHE BODY 

Alcohol enters the bloodstream quickly. Unlike most foods and bever- 
ages, it does not need to be digested. Within minutesafter being consumed, 
it reaches the brain and begins toaffect thedrinker. Themajor effect alcohol 
has is to slow down and impair bodily functions - both mental an4 
physical. Whatever you do, you do less well after consuming alcohol. 'j 

Blood Alcohol Co~icentration c our Blood Alcohol Concentration or BAC is the amount of alcohol in 
relation to blood in the body. Generally, alcohol can be eliminated in the 
body at the rate of almost one drink per hour. But a variety of other factors 
may also influence the level of alcohol retained. The more alcohol in your 
blood, the greater the degree of impairment. 

r , ,  I -. ' , , ,  

Three factors play a major part in determining BAC: . I  
-' , * 

The amrunt of alcohol you consume. 8 8 

' ,  

Howfastyoudrinlc 
Yourbodyweight 

Other factorsalsocontribute to the way alcohol affects yoursystem. Your 
sex, physical condition and food intake are just a few that may cause your 
BAC level to be even higher. But the full effects of these are not completely 
known. Alcohol may still accumulate in your body even if you are 
drinking at a rate of one drink per hour. Abilities and judgment can be 
affected by that one drink. 

The typical drinks pictured below contain six-tenths of an ounce of 
alcohol. A 12-ounce can of beer, a mixed drink with one shot of liquor, or 
a 5-ounce glass of wine all contain the same amount of alcohol. r; 

I*. C . 

BEER, LIQUOR, WINE - I 
\ .  

Drinks with 
same amount 
of alcohol. 

The faster you drink, the more alcohol accumulates in your body. At 
most, the body can only bum off one drink in an hour. If you drink two 
drinks in an hour, at the end of that hour, at least one drink will remain in 
your bloodstream. . I 

Without taking into account any of the other factors, the formula below 
illustrates the LEAST amount of drinks remaining in the bloodstream: 

, - 
- 8  - ' 5 , ~ ~  

Drinks consumed - hours = drinks left ?. 7, #** , . 
I -  ' :, 

A person drinking n l . : 8 L , . .  , # ,  ..$ATJ 

.. .-p 7, .I.*,- 

8 drinks in 4 hours would have at least r ,  8 ,  : "- ..+. 27&.% 

4 drinks remaining in their system. . 5~ U . ' I W  

3 T.!-~:~+YJ?#* 
7 drinks in 3 hours would have at least 

83 # W  7 , : 1 'C , r :**- 
Ther6 are times when a la?@& person may not accumulaie as E -6 

concentration of alcohol for ea& drink consuined. l'hey have more b i d  
and other bodily fluids. Butbecause of individual differencesit isbetter not 
to take the chance that abilities and iudgment have not been affected. ~- ..- 

Whether or not you are legally intoxicad H not the real issue. Impairment 
of judgment and skills begins well below the legal limit. 



ALCOHOL AND THE LAW 

In most states, a person with a BAC of .lo% or above is considered 
intoxicated; in others the legal limit is .O8% or .05%. It doesn't matter how 
sober you may look or act. The breath or urine test is what usually 
determines whether you are riding legally or illegally. < 7 

Your chances of bein stopped for riding under the influence of alcohol 
are increasin ~ a w  enkrcement is being stepped up across the country in 
response to e senseless deaths and injuries caused by drinking drivers 
and rid-. 

i!i 
1. , 1 8 z. 

Years ago, first offen I good chance of getting off with a small 
fine and participation dcohol-abuse classes. Today the laws of most 
states impose stiff pena~ues on drinking operators. And those penalties are 
mandatory, meaning that judges must impose them. 

If you are convicted of riding under the influence of alcohol or drugs, you 
may receive any of the following penalties: - , ,, . . ~ j r  

l f  - I L i  :i . 
License Suspension - Mandatory suspension for conviction, arrest or 

to submit to a breath test. 
Fines - Severe fines are another aspect of a conviction usually levied 
with a license suspension. 

.- Communify M i c e  - Performing tasks such as picking up litter along 
.# the highway, washing cars in the mow-vehicle pool, or working at an 

emergency ward. 
Costs -Additional lawyer's fees to pay; lost work time spent in court 
or alcohol-education programs; public transportation costs (while your 
licenseis suspended); and theadded psychological costs of being tagged 
a "drunk driver!' 
' V ~ L n ' t . d " ' n , r ; . ~ & ~ I ( ' ' ! ~ ' ~ l ~ , ~  . r * , . . . . l l a ) l i t r ; , ' ' , .  . -1. : , i  ' , b  

IOWA S&&fWRYhL 

In Iowa a person is legally intoxicated when the blood alcohol content is 
.10 or higher. In addition to a fine and license revocation, a conviction of 
operating a motor vehicle while under the influence of alcohol or drugs in 
Iowa carries a mandatory jail sentence. 

However, alcohol b to affect you long befor;? you are intoxicated. r The first thing alcohol ects is your judgment, soeven if you think you can 
ride safely you may be wrong. Therefore, to be safe don't drink and ride! 

MZNIMIZE THE Rlsm 
rour ability to judge how well you are riding is affected first. Although 

you may be performing more and more poorly, you think you are doing 
better and better. The result is that you ride confidently, takinggreaterand 
greater risks. Minimize the risks of drinking and riding by taking steps 
before you drink. Control your drinking or control your riding. 

Control Drinking 

DON'T DRA,. - Once you start, your resistance becomes weaker. 
Settingalimit or pacing yourself are poor alternatives at best. Your ability 

to exercise good judgment isone of the first things affected by alcohol. Even 
if you have tried to drink in moderation, you may not realize to what extent 
your skills have suffe,&~ql~QQ@'s , . ,  fatiguing effects.. 

Control I<ii i ing 

you haven't controlled your drinking, you must control your riding. 
Leave the bikehome-so you won'tbe tempted t o r  Arrangeanother 
way to get home. 
Wait - If you exceed your limit, wait until your system elh&@s the 
alcohol and its fatiguing effects. i~x& . I ;*It a 

STEP IN TO PROTECT FRIENDS - 7~7WJbJ * 
3;lm . - . 1 . ~ 4 7 -  L O ;  # 

People who have had too much to drink are unable to make a responsible 
decision. It is up to others to step in and keep them from taking too great 
a risk. No one wants to do this - it's uncomfortable, embarrassing and 
thankless. You are rarely thanked for your efforts at the time. But the 
alternatives are often worse.-*'- - - ---, 

r r 1 i - l ,  :\ , ' j 
There are several ways to keep friends from hurting themselves: 

Arrange a safe rfde - Provide alkmytive ways for them to get home. 
Slow the pace of drinking - Involie them in other activities. 
Keep them there - Use any excuse to keep them from getting on their 
bike. Serve them food and coffee to pass the time. Explain your concerns 
fortheirrisksof @7Y arrested or hurt, or hurting someone else. 
Keep the Mke there- you can't control the rider, control the bike. Take 
the keys or temporarily disable the bike (e.g., loosen or switch the plug 
leads enough so they won't fire). 



It helps to enlist support from others when you decide to step in. The 
ple on your side, the easier it is to be firm and the harder it is for 

the ri er to resist. While you may not be thanked at the time, you will never 
have to say, 'If only I had ..." 

14 If you wait an hour for each drink before riding 
A you cannot be arrested for drinking and riw 
B. your riding skills will not be affected, 
C side effects from the drinking may still remain. 
D. you will be okay as long as you ride slowly. 

Riding amotorcycleismore tiring than d r i v i n g .  On along trip, you'll 
tire sooner than you would in a car. Avoid riding when tired. Fatigue can 
affect your control of the cycle. 

Protect youwlffrom theelements- Wind, cold, and rain make you tire 
quickly. Dress warmly. A windshield is worth its cost if you plan to ride 
long- 
Limit your distance - Experienced riders seldom try to ride more than 
about six hours a day. 
TakcFypmt =st breaks - Stop, and get off the cycle at least wery two 
hours. 
Dm't dr3nk or use dmgs - Artificial stimulants often result in extreme 
fatigue or depression when they start to wear off. Riders are unable to 
concentrate on the task at hand. 

Answers: l-C,2-D, 3-D, 4 A ,  5-B,6-C, 7-B, 8-D, 9-C, 10-C, ll-D, 12-A, 
13-A, 14-C, 15-C 

K@RNING YOUR LICENSE 
Safe riding requires knowledge and skill. Licensing tests are the best 

measurement of the skills necessa to operate safely in traffic. Assessing 7 yauromskillsisnotenough. Peop eoknoverestimatetheir omabilities. 
It's even harder for friends and relatives to be totally honest about your 
skills. Licensing exams are designed to be scored more objectively. 

Toearn your license, you must pass a knowledge test and an on-cycle skill 
test. Knowledge test questions are based on information, practices, and 
ideas from this manual. They require that you know and understand road 
rules and safe ridi 

prades. 
An on-cycle skill test will either be 

conducted inan a traffic environment or in a controlled, off-street area. 

KNOWLEDGE TEST --Sample Questions 

Answers are printed at the bottom of the next page. 

1. It is MOST important to flash your brake light when 
A. someone is following too closely. 
B. you will be slowing suddenly. 
C. there is a stop sign ahead. 
D. your sipah are not working. 

2. The FRONT brake supplies how much of the potential stopping power? 
A. About onequarter. 
B. Aboutone-half. 
C Aboutthwequartem 
D. All of the stopping power. , 

3. To swerve correctly: 
A. shift your weight quickly. 
B. tumthehandlebamquickly. 
C push the handgrip in the directon of the turn. 
D. push the handgrip in the opposite direction of the turn. 

4* lf a tirer flat while riding, it is usually best to: 
A. ho the handlegrips firmly and stay off the brakes. 
B. shift your weight toward the good wheel and brake. 
C. brake on the good wheel and steer to the right. 
D. use both brakes and stop quickly. 



5. The oaris waitingbo enter the in& 
9eCtion.Itisbest~ 
A makeeyeamtactwiththe 

driver. 
B. reducespeedandbereadyto 

Ieaa 
C maintainspeedandpo6ition. 
D. maintain speed and move * 

ON-CYCLE 

Basic vehicle control and collision-avoidance skills irre included in on- 
cycle tests to determh your ability to handle normal and hazardous traffic 
situations. For example, you may be tested for your ability to: 

l Knnv your motoP.cycle and your riding limits. 
l Aderate, brake, and and safely. 

See, be seen and communicate with others. 
l AdfUstspeedandposi~tothetrafficdtuatioh 

, hun and swerve quickly. 
o %  mitical decisions and carry them out 

Examiners may score on factors related to safety such as: 

l SelectingsakspeedstopeFformmaneu~ 
l Cboshg the correct path and staying within bamdaries. 
- p ~ - a n d q u l c k s ~ p e .  , 
Conpledngnaamalandqufckturns,orswerws. 

TO RECEIVE A MOTORCYCLE LICENSE WITH FULL 
PRIVILEGES, MOST STATES REQUIRE THAT 

M A N ' S  BE PERFORMED AS DESIGNED. 

On-cycle skill tests are not designed for sidecam or three- 
wheelvehicles. ~osevehiclesmaneuver difftrwtly than atwe 
wheeled motorcycle. Depending on the state, a driver examiner 
may follow you on a car tat-route. Restrictions (sidecar, three- 
wheeled vehicle) may be added undl completion of a two-wheel 
cycletest. 

Knowledge Test Answers: 1-B, 242, 3-C, 4-A, 5-B 

MOTORCYCLES MAKE SENSE - 
SO DOES PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 

They are inexpensive to operate, fun to ride and easy to park. Unfortu- 
nately, many riders never learn the critical skills needed to ride safely. 

Professional training for beginning and experienced riders prepares 
them for real-world traffic situations. Motolrycle Ridercourses teach and 
improve skills such as: 

l effectiveturning obstacle avoidance 
braking mamwvers trafficstrategies 

l ptediveappad selection l maintenance 

FOR THE BEGINNING OR EXPERIENCED RIderCou188 
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MOTORCYCLE SKILL TEST 

J . # - I  ,7 . , r ~ -  ' t I&: -!, : L,?! n ! , I  , , 7 . . ,, . .  , . . , ,-' 

I * . ~ P . , !  a , , , .  7 , , & I .  ' 8 -  , - I '  I . I . 4. , . * >  . - .  . ':.t8', . 

UNSU- A- I 
, . ,  ,; ':., t. " ' I  

Hitting a cone or knocking a cone over . . hT:, 7 , 8 A ! - y .. ' . . , '  
J .  I ,  n 8 1;-,,,r 

CompleUng the slow ride in less than 15 seconds ,, + , ,: 
. . - bl l l  

Not able to upshi!€ or downshift L.  ,. . - . Either foot touching the ground .+ , ' I '  

Stalling the engine after starling the exercise ' 

DrMng off the course 

Failing to complete an exemhe 

EACH APPLICANT WIU BE GIVEN A SECOND ATI'EMPT AFIER 
AN UNSUCCESSFUL ATIEMPT 

b ' .  
AUTOMATIC FAILURE - ; 

Bringing the front wheel off the ground 

Running off the course out of control , ,  ,. , .,,, - .' 
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MOTORCYCLE SKILL DRIVING TEST 

COURO wlll bd adlusled lor larger motorcycles 




